Houston's art scene is as diverse and colorful as the city itself, with galleries and museums that feature works by local, national and international talents. All shows are free unless otherwise noted.

**GALLERIES**

**Archway Gallery**

**Art of the World Gallery**

**Barbara Davis Gallery**
"Remix of Dreams," group show, through Sept. 1; 4411 Montrose; 713-520-9200, barbardavisgallery.com.

**Cindy Lisica Gallery**
"Pure Evil: Steel Sharpens Steel," through Sept. 1; 4411 Montrose; 713-607-7760, cindylisicagallery.com.

**David Shelton Gallery**
"c3: Matthew Craven, Benjamin Edmiston, Alison Hall," through Saturday, 4411 Montrose; 713-393-7319, davidsheltongallery.com.

**Deborah Colton Gallery**

**Flatland Gallery**

**G Spot Contemporary Art Space**
"Cressandra Thibodeaux: My Collection of Lelia and Henry Gabaldon" "Main Street, Houston"
"Bill Condon’s painting, from around 1965, is among works on view in “South and North of the Border: Houston Paints Houston,” at the Heritage Society through Nov. 24.

**Guerrero-Projects**

**Inman Gallery**

**McKinnon Gallery**
"Shane Tolbert: Nightshades," through Saturday, 2242 Richmond; 713-520-9988, mcclaingallery.com.

**Nicola Longnecker Gallery**

**Sicardi|Ayers Bacino**

**Vaughan Mason Fine Art**
"Avishai Mohseni: Resurface," art created from photographs ruined by Hurricane Harvey flooding, benefiting relief efforts; through Sept. 1; 3510 Lake, 832-875-6477, vaughanmasonfineart.com.